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The 4-Week Plan that Beat Out ALL THE Plans in the ABC Weight-Loss Reality TELEVISION SHOW “
For more than fifteen years, nutritionist Dawn Jackson Blatner offers helped hundreds of clients lose their
bad diet plan and intensify to optimal health.My Diet Is preferable to Yours” Each one has a nutrition
analysis.include Seafood Tacos with Crunchy Cabbage Slaw, BBQ Sandwich & A largely plant-based diet
rich in fiber, vitamins, and antioxidants stabilizes food cravings hormones, speeds rate of metabolism, and
fights disease. Artificial sweeteners and colours;R.A.P.The 100 tempting recipes— Refined sugar and flour;--
exchanging fake foods (C. and Preservatives) for wholesome high-quality foods--superfoods.very
swapping”For each week, Blatner shares simple methods, with eat/avoid lists, ideas for great lunches, advice
on how best to read labels to spot healthy-food impostors, and ratings of useful infographics.: food with
Chemical substances;many vegetarian, vegan, and gluten free— Not really deprivation, but a new kind of
gratification, which she telephone calls “ Collard Chips, Sprouted Pizza, and Dark Chocolate Cherry
Milkshake. The key?
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Great Recipes and Substitution Suggestions! I rarely write reviews, but I must say i love this publication! I
haven't paid much focus on the diet plan, but the recipes are amazing, and several of the swap suggestions
were issues I had never thought of. Two Stars It is NOT FOR ME. Did I say I must say i LOVE this book?
Superbook, love the quality recipes and strategy.(and I loathe it). Dawn was such a positive person on it
Show My Diet plan is preferable to Yours, her customer won and if you read this publication you will notice
why. This book cannot come out quickly enough! The eating suggestions in here are simple and easy to
follow. The publication also seems personable - like Dawn is usually individually guiding me through her
procedure that she took Jasmin through and that she's perfected in over 15 years in her industry. More than
the four week period its about incorporating healthier foods and behaviors in and unhealthy ones out.
Personally i think like I can trust Dawn. Great book! Her idea because of this diet plan is really brilliant. The
Superfood Swap we can eat what we want - like burgers, tacos, pizza, and pasta - but modified to be truly
healthy. I've so many favorite dishes from this book already which is no real surprise as I am a enthusiast of
her previous reserve The Flexitarian Diet. Winning in weight loss with great-tasting diet plan! I love the
gradual, holistic approach she takes to fat loss because quick fixes under no circumstances work. Dawn is
for True and supports an realistic diet plan. This book is full of recipes that are healthy, easy to make and do
not leave you feeling deprived. I love that Dawn includes research, as not all speaking heads in the meals
arena have true diet expertise like she does. The book targets building positivity and nourishment/balancing
vice and virtue. It is a shame other reviewers have provided poor ratings because of an Amazon Kindle
error. Her win as the food professional advisor for Jasmin - who not merely lost the most excess weight and
in ., she also gained a new, fun life style for eating and increasing her health - influenced me deeply to ignite
my own health focus. There are a wide variety of recipe types for just about any meal or occasion. Ideal for
Busy Parents: Kid Friendly and Easy to Make!.. blog page after watching her earn ABC "My Diet plan is
preferable to Your's" I've adopted Dawn Jackson blog after watching her earn ABC "My Diet plan is Better
Than Your's". Highly recommend all her books!. provides aneasy to check out nutritional plan chopped
filled with mouth-watering recipes & I definitely love the quality recipes that display where, what and how
exactly to swap out specific foods/ingredients. It really is so beneficial to see pictures of recipes and the way
it is organized helps quite a bit with actually pursuing through with the diet! My boyfriend is wary of
superfoods but these meals have shown him that eating healthy is delicious! Finally an excellent publication
that explains how exactly to consume healthier without losing the taste. she brings everything as well as
bold, bright shades with an upbeat energy noticed throughout each page. I did a preorder and was thrilled
when it arrived. Most significant, though, I'm going to be honest, the recipes are off the charts tasty,
therefore there doesn't feel just like a compromise at all in consuming well! DJ emphasizes replacing habits
with better, higher quality food substitutions and will be offering a fresh perspective on workout and healthy
living with her vice virtue combos. This book is our go-to and a staple in our kitchen. Also, understanding
that her meals and health expertise guided the Chicago Cubs to earn the Globe Series in 2017 - well I
understand she knows what she's discussing! Need packaging to safeguard corners Content: Of all self help
books there is, nothing embodies a life-style change in such a fun practical way as this book. Dawn keeps it
basic and she helps to keep it real which explains why even on a crazy working arrangements I can still
make delicious recipes for my family.Truly a fan.So far as Amazon package delivery is concerned, my book
came pretty banged up in the corners. Kinda subpar for my goals of Amazon. . Recommend all her books
Dawn Jackson Blatner is an RD superstar. This reserve has been a lifesaver! Learning "how exactly to eat
everything you crave without the C.R.A.P!" can definitely be kid friendly, too. I simply adore her energy
that emanates from the webpages and recommend her 4-week plan for anyone trying to consume much
healthier, without compromising flavor or quality...and then the biggest family winner: Cauliflower Fried
Rice Bowl. At my house, we call this reserve our culinary bible! I MUST SAY I recommend "The
Superfood Swap" for humans of most ages! Love this book! Great book! A breeze to follow and the swaps



are easy to integrate every day, and I can find the food suggestions at my local grocery store. Awesome
book and recipes! Simple, effective, and delicious!not really a quick fix.. My wife viewed this trainer and
nutritionist on a pounds loss display and competition. Good 'n Good For Ya Love it. Bought it on pre-order
and have been using it regularly since. I'm so thrilled that Dawn shared this life-style plan with her
enthusiasts, it's not about a diet it's about living! I was so worked up about Superfood SWAP that I pre-
ordered it!. She earned me over with her first book . a variety of foods and recipes that I just love!.. Dawn is
a natural teacher & Dawn has been instrumental in introducing me personally to a variety of foods and
recipes that I simply love! She won me over with her first book the Flexitarian Diet. . I watched the present
and celebrated Dawn's earn and simply love this book! Many thanks Dawn for creating this genius plan for
improving general health and well-being!.. We watched Dawn Jackson Blatner compete with this diet
program - the Superfood Swap - on the ABC present My Diet is preferable to Yours. Dawn's energy and like
for food really comes through in this reserve. Plus most of Dawn's recipes are YUMMY! I also subscribe to
her newsletter and she's very easy but totally effective methods for getting back again to good health. Can
help you eliminate wight and consume healthier if you perform what the writer says.. Great Diet and book
Great Diet and book. I'm forever grateful for the quality recipes and info she provides! Practical, fun and
easy food swaps satisfy my cravings and I feel better! Dawn may be the real deal. I love her practical, fun,
easy food swaps to make sure my cravings are satisfied with yummy, nutritious food. I made the The
Brussels Sprout Pad Thai which was to die for. It's ideal for the family too! Yes! Dawn makes meals
planning fun. Easy swaps to make some of your preferred foods healthier and still delicious! Dawn is
continually inspiring me personally with her easy to swap substitutions. I really like that it's vegetarian
heavy to charm to those who find themselves vegetarians and also meat lovers alike! Today we can with an
awesome-and easy-healthful twist. The Superfood Swap allows for eating burgers, tacos, and pasta - but
modifies it to become healthier. Why shouldn't we have the ability to consume what we like? Just put in a
little of your preferred grilled salmon, poultry or a steak and voila. The quality recipes are delicious, easy
and fast to make, and healthy. I am a working mommy with 3 yr old twins, so I need easy, healthy and
appealing for children's fickle palates. The Superfood Swap strategy is not a sprint for yo-yo dieters rather a
soft walk in the park.
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